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Introduction 
 
I have decided to approach this essay from a personal point of view. Would it help to 
read up about how other people did it, what were their coping mechanisms? Would it 
help if I could quote the statistics of how many elderly people emigrate back to their 
country of origin. Maybe, I say, but I am not in the business of statistics or politics. I am 
driven by emotions and my way of making sense of those is through my art practise. In 
fact, I tend to stay away from artists that line up too much with my work. The German 
artist Martin Honert comes to mind, but I will not look at more of his art, I want to find 
my own way within myself. 
 
 
Context 
 
What makes art interesting for me can be measured at how long I want to engage with 
the consumption of it, seconds, minutes? If it is very relevant to me, then it will come 
back into my present mind again and again, and will have a long-lasting effect. Why is 
that so? David Lewis-William, in his book The Mind in the Cave, commented in what 
the art historian Ernst Gombrich has pointed out, pictures have the power to move, but 
they in fact convey very little information. Because people read pictures in different 
ways images always remain semantically equivocal. The best that can be said for 
pictures is that they trigger memories of information that has to be absorbed in different 
ways, that is, by experience and verbally. This is exactly what a picture, or art in all its 
manifestations, can do for me. The meaning hidden in the artwork will align itself with 
my story and make the experience worthwhile. So it is not the obvious that attracts me 
but its power of engaging me that makes me linger. 
 
In my art practice, I follow this inner story. It is akin to the literary practice of writing in 
the way of Stream of Consciousness. I admit, my studio is a mess, it is filled with 
objects that I have picked up somewhere, and which are pushing themselves forward at 
the right moment. Barbara Stafford, in her book Echo Objects, writes on this subject. 
What is that particular line, colour or combination of any number of marks reminding 
                                                
1 This paper is a contribution to the Placescape, placemaking, placemarking, placedness … 
geography and cultural production Special Issue of Coolabah, edited by Bill Boyd & Ray 
Norman. The Special Issue is supported by two websites: 
http://coolabahplacedness.blogspot.com.au and http://coolabahplacedness-
images.blogspot.com.au/. 
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us? Is it in our DNA, our subconscious, or our memory? I love the surprises my way of 
making art throws at me, it is an indulgence that gives me great pleasure and 
satisfaction. 
 
I am an immigrant, I am happy here now, or so I tell myself. So why is it that I have to 
go back to the old country once a year in order to cleanse my sentimental blockages? I 
am always glad to come back to Australia, after a month or so in the old country. I am 
thoroughly sick of the old ways by then.  
 
I have come to accept that I am somewhat stuck in the middle, and that I might as well 
make the best of it. After the packed years of running a business and bringing up 
children, both of which brought with them a lack of thinking time and a crash course in 
the Australian way of life, I am now finding that I have time to contemplate what it 
means to be me. Life in Australia goes on in a somewhat steady flow. Here in Australia 
I experience a smooth way through life, the days go by, the differences in the mirror are 
tiny. The yearly visits to Germany are different though, the reality of time passing is 
more obvious. Relatives and friends are one year older, and this brings back to me the 
urgency of having to see them again. Another old relative has died, I knew it was 
getting bad when the bathrooms were fitted with new gadgets. My hesitancy grows 
when I go there, but I feel the need to build up a store of memories, getting ready for the 
time when another one has gone, and when I have to sustain myself through memories 
alone. 
 
As I get older, the cracks in my understanding of place and identity are getting deeper 
and more obvious. The cultural fault lines that had been covered up by work and family 
duties are now very visible and are getting noisier in my head. I find myself lucky 
though to be able to express these emotions in my work as a visual artist. Place and 
identity, almost lost, find new ways to form in order to survive, a new hybrid  personal 
understanding and production of culture is being formed out of necessity. When floating 
between my memories some echoes are stronger. I do not know why. I just work with 
what goes on in my head, the progress of work is determined by the  sensitivities that 
are formed by my memories.  
 
My sense of place is often more disturbed when it is time to change from one season to 
another. It is as if the years of my early youth in northern Europe have imprinted a 
rhythm that I find hard to change. Alienation with the landscape and place happens 
when what is going on around me does not tally up with what my body has seemingly 
stored in every fibre that it should be different. I deal with this mal-alignment in my first 
image.  
 
 
My art practice 
 
Image number one is an intaglio print with some collage added to it. It shows the 
outlines of a group of rocks from the Australian bush in the hinterland of Brisbane. I 
have throughly arranged the images in a multiple way till it sat well with my inner 
visual eye. Reminding me about familiar landscapes from my youth, some outlines are 
repeated, and others are only used once. To make it complete I inhabited the landscape 
with my own family, some buildings, and animals from my ‘other landscape’. It pleases 
me now. 
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As my studies at university progressed, I acquired more skills and tools for the 
expression of my cultural needs, and I am now in a place where I find that the 
materiality of the object tells me a story and vice versa. My work might start with an 
idea, an image a story, in the above image a landscape, but it might also be that some 
object grabs my attention and starts telling me what to use it for. Barbara Stafford, in 
her book Echo Objects, writes: “… sometimes visual perception does not produce an 
optical image at all. Instead, it re-enacts a memory from the past stimulated by touch or 
gesture. Or occasionally, it might present us simply with the jigsaw puzzle of raw 
sensations.” This often forms the beginning of my works of art, a seed has been sown 
and from it my artwork will evolve. 
 
Image number one: Altered Landscape 
 
 
 
Having started as a print maker, I soon found it necessary to find other ways to express 
myself. I am a scavenger of techniques now. Anything that I need to express myself 
with I will use. I find this liberating and exciting. On a deeper level it allows me to 
access memories that were until now inaccessible. My foray into found objects have at 
times found me near tears when realising where I had seen this object before. Now I 
cannot make art without going into assemblage and collage and whatever else is 
necessary for my cultural production. 
 
For the second images I used the tool of breakage. I break things up in order to show the 
state of mind that I am in when I think about an image or a feeling, is it anger or 
despair? Going to Germany only once a year, I am not privy to the build-up of 
situations, I am confronted with the story, I am not part of it. Some part of my history 
has been broken or changed. The image is not complete, I have to make sense of it, or at 
least try to.  
 
These porcelain bowls (image number three) represent my family. They were all made 
from the same mould, the same parents. I have broken some of them in order to 
experience the feeling of fracture. I have then tried to ‘put it back together again’, yet 
the scars are visible. The passage of time is included in the image. I find this a universal 
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image, we can all relate to the time that stands between the first image of a bowl and the 
second image. Like bookmarks, the story is contained in-between the two pieces. How 
did I get from one to the other? For immigrants it will quite often be putting your 
identity back together again, yet with some cracks only barely mended. 
 
 
Image number two: Fractured Image 
 
 
 
Multiple layers of print on collected images are also a technique that I use for 
expressing what I have to say. Rules and expectations are expressed in image and 
literature. In image number four, the combination of the book cover of an edition of 
Heidi (Johanna Spyri) overprinted with the well-known image of Botticelli’s Venus, is a 
way for me to show the heartache and uncertainties that a young girl has to go through 
in order to fit into the pre-ordained role that has been allotted to her. Heidi’s story of a 
wholesome girl living in the Swiss Alps was, when I was growing up, the pin-up girl of 
all well-behaving girls. A sequel to Heidi, written by Pelagie Doane, called Heidi 
Grows Up, is a testament to its popularity. I have overprinted the book cover with an 
image of Botticelli’s Venus, which shows the young adult face of a virgin. The painting 
stems from a time when allegory in painting was rife, and I argue that it lines up well 
with the story of Heidi, hence my tool of overprinting one image with another.  
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Image number 3: no title 
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Identity is multi-layered. In image number five, I try to represent that through layering 
several images within the one image. The image above is assembled from an aquatint 
overlayed with a screen print; it also includes a double page from the novel The Swiss 
Family Robinson. The noble image of a German Heroine on a banknote is broken by the 
page of the novel, a novel that is based on the trials and tribulations of a family.  
 
 
Image number four: Mixed Feelings 
 
 
 
 
Image number five: Who’s story is it anyway 
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For image number six, I used the tool of altering books, it is put together from a 
magazine on art. The woman is shown reading a book, but the image is changed by the 
overprint of the German old-style writing and the screen-printing on the left showing a 
group of people watching. We don’t know who the people are who are watching, are 
they victims of what is going on, or are they complicit?  
 
Both images question the initial impression that one can have when thinking about place 
and identity. The story is so much longer and assembled from so many different parts 
that the viewer is forced to not only see the image but also read it. 
 
 
Image number six: Contemplation 
 
 
The image number seven is an example of my work where I use the tool of using found 
objects in order to build up a scene that, in this case, shows a scene that is assembled 
from three parts. Two young women with a happy, toy-like landscape in front of them 
and the weight of history behind them; the image used is the same as the print used for 
the altered book in the image above. Again place and identity are questioned. Coloured 
by the past, it is almost impossible to approach the present and the future with a new 
mind. 
 
 
A conclusion 
 
My work is very much governed by the question of place and identity, we are so much a 
product of both. It is also a feeling of loss and being left out. My ownership of what 
happens with my family in the old country is somewhat questioned, not necessarily by 
my family members, but also by myself. Questions of guilt are formed, and it is this that 
also informs my work. The death of my mother was one great impetus in my work 
practise during the following years. I am glad that I had the tools of making art in order 
to deal with this loss. The feeling of guilt, for not having been there for her, was paid of 
with an offering of art.  
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Cultural fault lines lead to contextual explanations and possibilities of a deeper 
understanding of cultures old and new, the one you left behind left behind and new. 
Place and identity find new ways to form in order to survive; a new hybrid culture is 
produced out of necessity. My art helps me to find parallels in the old and the new 
place. Story-telling is the most important here.  
 
 
Image number seven: What to do 
 
 
 
 
Paul Carter writes his book Material Thinking about weaving process that constitutes 
creative culture: 
 
“… and the warp of material thinking. The warp is composed of the 
threads extended lengthwise in the loom. These can be thought of the 
culture’s myth lines, the grand narratives in terms of which it defines its 
sense of place and identity. But these linear narratives can neither cohere 
to form a pattern nor be subverted and overturned, unless the shuttle of 
local invention is at work, casting its woof-thread back and forth.”  
 
I find this warp and weft analogy a pleasing way to look at my engagement with the old 
and the new. Art allows me to understand the pattern and in some way even take part in 
the creation of a new fabric. 
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